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The release of pharmaceutical compounds to water resources has become a major and world-wide environmental concern. 
This kind of organic molecules are difficult targets for the wastewater treatment plants. New solutions that can remove or 
reduce the concentration of pharmaceutical residues at the source of contamination are desired. The continuous human 
use of drugs results in secretion of pharmaceutical residues to toilet and household sewage water. pCure is a new type of 
household product, developed to treat contaminated household sewage water. The active ingredient in the pCure products 
is enzymes. The enzymes are released from the product into the sewer system, were the enzymes act on target 
pharmaceutical compounds. Here, the effect of pCure towards the pharmaceutical compound Sertraline is verified.  

 

Introduction 

The asset of pharmaceuticals for treatment of diseases 
is a cornerstone for global health and human 
development. However, pharmaceuticals have spread 
in Nature and become an alarming environmental 
concern. Today, the major release of drugs and 
pharmaceuticals into aquatic systems is through 
consumption.[1] To facilitate the elimination of the 
pharmaceutical from the body, metabolic enzymes 
located mainly in the gut and liver tissues are converting 
the chemical structure into metabolites to different 
degree. However, there are pharmaceuticals that are 
known to be unmetabolized. Both metabolites and 
unmetabolized pharmaceuticals are removed from the 
body by excretion, mainly through urine and feces.[1,2] 
From the toilet sewage water, the pharmaceutical 
residues are transported to the wastewater treatment 
plant. Most wastewater treatment plants are not 
designed for and cannot remove pharmaceuticals 
efficiently. Consequently, the contaminated water 
effluent is spread to various water resources.[1] The 
most commonly detected pharmaceutical compounds in 
water environments are analgesics, antibiotics, β-
blockers, hormones and antidepressants.[3-11]  

As one solution to this environmental concern, 
Pharem Biotech has developed pCure.[12] pCure is a 
new type of household product developed to treat 
contaminated sewage water at the source of 
contamination. The active ingredient in the pCure 
products is an enzyme blend. pCure contains a blend of 
enzymes that are carefully selected to remove 
pharmaceutical residues released into toilet sewage 
water. The selection of target pharmaceutical 
compounds is based on the occurrence in Nature and 
in sewage water in combination with compound 
bioaccumulation, biohazard and risk level.  

The effect of pCure is based on the activity of the 
added enzyme blend. Enzymes are essential proteins 
(biological molecules) present in all living organisms. 
Cellular metabolism contains networks of chemical 
reactions, in distinct catabolic and anabolic pathways, 
which are catalysed and controlled by enzymes. 

Enzymes possess unique catalytic power. They can 
accelerate reaction rates by providing alternative 
reaction pathways, compared to other catalysts.[13]  
Since enzymes are proteins, which are biodegradable 
molecules, they are considered as environmentally 
friendly catalysts.[14] Nowadays, enzymes are applied in 
various industry sectors, including pharmaceutical 

industry and bioremediation.[15-21] In pCure, carefully 
selected enzymes are applied to reduce the 
concentration of target pharmaceutical compounds 
based on their catalytic activity.  

To verify the effect of pCure, standardized methods 
developed according to ISO 14034:2016 Environmental 
Technology Verification (ETV) and ISO/IEC 17025:2017 
- General requirements for the competence of testing 
and calibration laboratories were prepared.[22,23] The 
methods aim at showing on the effect of pCure towards 
various pharmaceutical compounds.  

In this report, the effect of pCure towards Sertraline 
is analysed. Sertraline is categorized as an 
antidepressive agent. The compound is (for example) 
found in the following products: Oralin, Sertramyl and 
Zoloft.[24-27] Sertraline is considered to be of high 
environmental concern.[28-32] The concentration of 
Sertraline in urban wastewater are varying dependent 
on region. The average concentration for Sertraline has 
been measured to about 20 ng/L.[6,11,33-34] 

 

Results 

To verify the effect of pCure and the pCure enzyme 
blend towards different pharmaceutical compounds, a 
standardized method protocol[23] was followed. The 
protocol was repeated 6-7 times and performed by 
qualified personnel and selected instruments.  

The effect of pCure towards Sertraline was analysed 
in sampled sewage water[35] spiked with various 
pharmaceutical compounds (not Sertraline, Table 4) 
according to an estimated average compound 
concentration found in sewage water[6,11] and analytical 
limit of quantification values[36,37]. pCure was then added 
at a concentration corresponding to previously 
measured release of block mass in flush tests.[38] 
Samples of the spiked sewage water treated with pCure 
or a pCure control block (starch instead of enzyme 
blend) were regularly removed for measurement. 
Following ISO 14034:2016, the sample measurement 
was performed by external analytical companies 
holding ISO 17025 accreditation. The obtained 
measurement data was analysed by regression 
statistics to determine the effect of pCure towards target 
pharmaceutical compound.[39] 
 
Table 1. Effect trend (β1), probability (P) value and confidence level 
(Cl) of measurement data obtained using pCure[a] and pCure 
Control block (pCure without enzymes) towards Sertraline[b] in 
sewage water based on regression analysis. 
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Values pCure pCure Control  

β1    -.01    .08 

P value     .28    .12 

CI-95% upper -0.012  0.019 

CI-95% lower -0.037 -0.029 

[a] pCure Home (KW8/2019,14/4058/B/239A) 
[b] Measured at Eurofins 

Table 2. Effect of pCure[a] towards Sertraline[b] in sewage water 
based on regression analysis. 

Time-point Effect [%] 

4 h -28 

8 h -46 

[a] pCure Home (KW8/2019,14/4058/B/239A) 
[b] Measured at Eurofins 

Table 3. Effect, probability (P) value and confidence level (Cl) of 
measurement data obtained using pCure[a] towards Sertraline[b] in 
sewage water shown at different time-points. 

Time-point Effect [%] P value Cl-95% [%] 
   Upper Lower 
4 h -8.8 .01 3.3  -20 

8 h n.d.[c] n.d. n.d. n.d. 

All measured 
values 

(-2.3)    .41 15.0 -19 

[a] pCure Home (KW8/2019,14/4058/B/239A) 
[b] Measured at Eurofins 
[c] n.d. = no data 

 

Conclusion 

The effect of pCure is verified by showing on the 
removal of Sertraline by pCure block tests in raw 
sewage water. Due to the low solubility (0.00015 g/L or 
log P > 5)[6] of Sertraline at concentrations applicable for 
HPLC measurement, separate reactions to verify the 
effect of the pCure enzyme blend could not be 
performed. However, enzyme-catalysed in vivo human 
metabolic removal of Sertraline and in vitro removal 
from water solutions are known and reported.[6,40] The 
trend of statistically significant data obtained in sewage 
water shows on the effect of pCure towards Sertraline. 
The content of sewage water can vary greatly 
depending on nearby households and the pCure user 
behaviour. This can also be seen by the differences in 
the measured removal (Table 3). In accordance to the 
product definition, the removal level is not defined. 
Instead, a removal effect of pCure is claimed. The use 
of pCure should according to the presented results 
reduce the amount of Sertraline reaching the 
environment. 

To conclude, the effect of pCure towards Sertraline 
is verified. 
 

Experimental Section 
 
 

Preparation of pCure block effect analysis 
 
Chemicals: Pharmaceuticals (Table 4), acetic acid 

(cat. no. 33209), hydrochloric acid (HCl, cat. no. 25814), 
dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO, cat. no. D4540) and 
phosphoric acid (cat. no. P5811) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich (Sweden). Methanol (MeOH, cat. no. 
20864.320) and phosphate buffer (500 mM, pH 6.5, cat. 
no. J60845) were purchased from VWR (Sweden). 

 
Equipment: An Infors Multitron refrigerated incubator 

was used to control the mixing and temperature of the 

reaction solutions. A shaking water bath (Julabo SW20) 
was used for sample (enzyme) heat-inactivation 
(sample quenching). 
 
Sewage water: Urban sewage water was collected 

from five different pump stations in Stockholm 
municipality by SYVAB in Södertälje.[35] The water 
was used immediately or stored in the freezer and 
thawed at room temperature before use. 
 

Preparation of sewage water reaction 
medium: The sewage water was buffered (10-40 

mM, pH 6.2) using phosphate buffer. pH adjustment 
was made using HCl or phosphoric acid.  
 

Preparation of pharmaceutical compound 
solutions: Pharmaceutical compounds (not sertraline) 

were dissolved, prepared as stock solutions and further 
diluted in Milli-Q water to 1000-fold the reaction 
concentration (Table 4). 
 
Table 4. Compiled information regarding the pharmaceutical 
compounds, their catalogue numbers, solvents for dissolution and 
the spiked concentrations of pharmaceutical compounds for 
measurement at IVL and/or Eurofins. 

Pharmaceutical 
compound 

Catalogue 
number[a] 

Solvent 
 

Conc. 
IVL  
VO-1032 
[ng/L] 

Conc. 
Eurofins 
VO-1033 
[ng/L] 

Conc.   
Eurofins 
VO-1037 
[ng/L] 

Diclofenac 
sodium 

93484 MeOH 1700 1700 1700 

Doxycycline D9891 MeOH 1400 1400 1600 

Estradiol PHR1480 

MeOH 
or 
DMSO 

170 170 180 

Estriol E1253 

MeOH 
or 
DMSO 

1300 1300 1300 

Felodipine 1269389 DMSO 1300 1300 3200 
Ketoconazole PHR1385 DMSO 200 200 200 
Oxytetracycline PHR1537 DMSO 1300 1300 4500 
Paracetamol P0300000 Water 73000 73000 73000 
Tetracycline 31741 MeOH 1200 1200 1600 

[a] All pharmaceuticals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
 

Preparation of pCure solution: pCure block and 

pCure Control block (contains starch instead of 
enzymes) were obtained from the manufacturer (Buck-
Chemie GmbH). From each block, 100 mg of block 
material was weighed and transferred to separate glass 
flasks (100 mL). The block materials were dissolved (1.2 
g/L) in 83.2 mL of sewage water reaction medium.[38] 
The pH of the pCure solutions were adjusted if needed.  
 

Reaction: All reactions were performed in 7 repetitions 

and in glass flasks. For comparison, control reactions 
containing pCure control block solution were prepared. 
Various pharmaceutical compounds (Table 4) were 
added to each reaction vessel to be able to verify the 
simultaneous effect of pCure towards them. The spiked 
concentration of the individual pharmaceutical 
compounds in the reaction solution is shown in Table 4. 

For pCure reactions (1 L): 20 mL of pCure solution 
(1.2 g/L), 1 mL of each of the 20 different 
pharmaceutical stock solutions (20 mL) and sewage 
water reaction medium up to 1 L.  

For control reactions (1 L): 20 mL of pCure control 
block solution (1.2 g/L), 1 mL of each of the 20 different 
pharmaceutical stock solutions (20 mL) and sewage 
water reaction medium up to 1 L.  

The reactions were incubated in a refrigerated 
incubator shaker set at 18°C and 80 rpm. 
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Reaction samples and quenching: Samples (110 

mL to IVL and 220 mL to Eurofins) were regularly 
withdrawn from the reactions into glass flasks (250 mL) 
at different time-points. The reaction samples were 
stopped (quenched) by an incubation at 90-95°C for 15 
min in a shaking water bath. After quenching, the 
samples were cooled down for 1-2 h at room 
temperature. Samples for measurement at IVL were 
transferred to plastic storage containers (cat. no. 216-
2405, Kartell, VWR) and stored in the freezer until 
delivery. Samples for measurement at Eurofins were 
collected, transferred to dark glass bottles and stored in 
the fridge prior to delivery on the next day. 
 
External measurement: Samples (pCure and 

control) were measured externally using LCMS at IVL 
Swedish Environmental Research Institute. At IVL, the 
following non-accredited method and instrument were 
applied: Pharmaceuticals (HPLC-HRMS). 

 
Calculation of pCure block effect: The 

measurement data was received from Eurofins. A 
collective statistical analysis was performed.[39] 
 
Keywords: Clean water ● Enzyme technology ● 

Enzyme-based bioremediation ● Pharmaceutical 
residues ● Municipal wastewater treatment 
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